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AN OVERVIEW



The complete online archive of every issue of the global 

weekly newspaper.

“For writers and students, an unrivalled source of authoritative and accessible, political, 
economic and social analysis and commentary since 1843 ”

Professor Richard Roberts
The Centre for Contemporary British History, Institute for Historical Research, London



CONTENT



WHAT IS THE ECONOMIST?

o On August 1st 1843 the first issue of The Economist was 

published and since then has generally been regarded 

as one of the world’s pre-eminent weekly newspapers

o For more than 160 years, The Economist has acquired 

an unrivalled reputation as a primary source of 

intelligent and reliable information

o To this day, it continues to report on the world’s current 

trends and puts them into their economic and political 

context

KEY FEATURES OF THE ARCHIVE

o The complete run from 1843-2007 – more than 8,000 

issues

o Digitally captured in full colour from print copies

o Full text and keyword searchable

o Selection of fully searchable and downloadable 

tables

o Multiple search paths and limiters to pinpoint 

results quickly

o Cross-searchable with other Gale products



SUBJECTS COVERED INCLUDE

o History

o Politics

o Business & Finance

o Geography

o Science

o Technology

o Media & Journalism

o Arts & Entertainment

o International Events

o Sport

o Advertising
Saturday, March 29 1997, Issue 8010



A RESOURCE FOR HISTORY

o More than 160 years of weekly news stories, allowing users 

access to every page in an easy-to-use digital format.

o Researchers gain access to comprehensive commentaries and 

objective analysis, readily accessible through topical searches

o The Economist covered topics such as: World War I and II, The 

Berlin Wall, The Oil Crisis, Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister, 

The Chernobyl Disaster, 9/11 and the Indian Ocean Tsunami

Saturday, January 1 2005, Issue 8407



A RESOURCE FOR POLITICS & SOCIETY

o The Economist consistently gave independent editorial 

perspective and intelligent analysis of weekly events

o Authoritative leaders, news, articles and letters afford a unique 

insight into British, European, American and world politics and 

affairs

o A valuable resource for people researching topics such as; How 

has climate change affected the world economy? How has 

Britain’s stance towards European integration altered over the 

past decades? What impact has terrorism had on world politics?

Saturday, November 30 1963, Issue 6275



A RESOURCE FOR BUSINESS & FINANCE

o Special reports on countries and industries offer a range of perspectives 

on markets and business

o The Economist’s principles and methods remain just as relevant today 

and this unique database offers an essential research tool for business

o All the back issues enable academics and students to undertake 

comparisons of global economic, business and political trends

Saturday, January 22 1972, Issue 6700



INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE

o From world economy to world hunger, from Europe to the final 

frontier, The Economist reports on the world’s current trends and 

puts them into their economic and political context

o The Economist Historical Archive allows students and academics to 

explore world events, consider their impact and analyse the 

consequences

Saturday, September 30 1989, Issue 7622



PRODUCT FEATURES



PRODUCT DESIGN AND FUNCTIONALITY

o Homepage with basic search

o Advanced Search

o Results Page

o Page Display with specifically designed viewer

o Print, download, mark list, email documents

o Browse Editions



HOMEPAGE

NAVIGATION

SPOTLIGHT ARTICLES
Shortcut to pre-selected 
highlight content

BASIC SEARCH
Keyword/Entire 
Document and limit by 
date



ADVANCED SEARCH

LIMIT the search 
section and/or 
article type

Keyword or phrase
search in Article Title, 
Keyword, Entire Document, 
Issue, Author and Document 
Number Set FUZZY none-
high

LIMIT by
illustration type



RESULTS

Results can be SORTED by 
ascending and descending 
order

Results can be LIMITED by 
publication section and 
article type

SEARCH within results or 
start a new search and also 
mark items

From each THUMBNAIL 
choose between Article, 
View Page and Browse 
Issue



PAGE DISPLAY

Selecting ‘PAGE’ from the 
results displays the entire page 
of the issue in which the article 
appears. The article can be 
viewed as a clipped image as 
well. Other articles from the 
page can also be selected

Search within ISSUE 
or new search ZOOM 
and Page Navigation
Browse issue and 
see RESULTS 
contained within the 
same issue Mark 
item, print, email, 
bookmark and use 
the citation TOOL



BROWSE BY DATE

All the front pages of the 
ISSUES for the selected 
year will display from Jan-
Dec.

Click on the thumbnail to 
browse the whole issue



ISSUE DISPLAY/RESULTS

Selecting the 
front cover 
thumbnail 
image from the 
BROWSE ISSUE 
displays the 
front page and 
all clipped 
articles on that 
page

The ‘Results for 
this issue’ 
displays a LIST 
VIEW of the 
pages in the 
edition for an 
overview of the 
content



EXPORTABLE TABLES

Selecting ‘EXPORT 
table(s) to a 
spreadsheet’ opens 
up the table in a 
separate window and 
then in Excel, 
allowing flexible use 
of the data



SEARCH HISTORY

SEARCH HISTORY

Search History 
enables the user to 
revisit and REVISE 
previous searches



MARKED ITEMS

Add items to the list to 
REVISIT at a later point. 
Users can also save, 
email and print a list of 
results or an article



CONCLUSION



SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

o The complete run from 1843-2007 – more than 8,000 issues

o “Makes the inaccessible accessible”

o Complete print run

o Archive is all in one place and is convenient to use as well as 

saving valuable shelf space

o An essential resource across a range of disciplines including 

History, Politics, Science, Business, Finance and more

o National and International content

o Multiple search and limit options

o Browse editions week by week, cover to cover

Saturday, December 25 1999, Issue 8151


